


Michigan's new Media Union will form the creative and collaborative core of the

University of the 21st century.

Built with generous funding from the State of Michigan, our new $40 million jewel

in the crown will be filled with over $10 million of cutting-edge equipment, encom

passing 250,000 square feet of spaceover four levels. By September 1996 over 500

computing stations will be in place, including Apple Macintosh, Intel Pentium, Hewlett

Packard, Sun, IBM, and Silicon Graphics workstations offering a wide variety of soft

ware applications to assist in the creativity process. Many of these will be in open

areas. For students, faculty, staff, and even our far-flung community of alumni, the

Media Union offers a radically new environment for learning, teaching, and per

forming. Both a physical commons for the North Campus and a virtual commons for

the entire campus-open twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week-the Media

Union will initially house:

• an on-line library of the future

• a laboratory for virtual reality

• interactive multi-media classrooms

• high-tech theater and performance spaces

• cutting-edge design and innovation studios

But the most innovative part of our project is its

unpredictability. We can't really know what will happen

there until creative people arrive.







The building itself tions happen when The Media Union will students, public Innovative explorers

invites participation we least expect help scholars, artists, school children, will bring their visions

and discourages them. To take engineers and others alumni, and many to fruition, supported

isolation. Glass walls advantage of this reach out to each others will join these by the easiest to use,

and doors overlook fact, the Media other across obsolete teams. As time and most advanced

work spaces and Union's geography intellectual bound- distance increasingly technology available.

common areas, and its many small aries, reconstructing disappear as ob- As Paul Boylan, Dean

drawing visitors into meeting and study our ideas of art, stacles to collabora- of the School of

the excitement of rooms, equipped engineering, and the tion, the reach of our Music, notes HWe

discovery. We hope with workstations to humanities. Many communities is are creating an

that even those who facilitate group participants will join increasingly limited environment where

do not physically visit projects, are ex- national or interna- only by our imagina- students and faculty

the Media Union will pressly designed to tional collaborative tion. can dream and then

be able to view encourage spontane- teams, pursuing act on their dreams."

designs, artworks, ous interaction. research and design The emphasls in the

and performances in While some special- ,projects face-to-face Media Union is on

the process of ized labs will have through video across "learning by doing."

creation th rough the restricted usage rules, thousands of miles.

Internet. much of the building Not only scholars,

is dedicated to open but also college

We know that many computing.

important collabora-

The building itsel
BecaU6e 6cholar6 can join activitie6

without moving urom their OUUice6,

the Media Union will act a6 a. cataly6t,

bUilding connecttone acr066 our

entire ccrnpue.

Edie Goldenberg, Dean, College of

Literature, Science, and the Arts





For the Media Union to succeed, we must take risks,

accepting that we may stumble before we can walk.

When we began this project over a decade ago, we

struggled to design a place that would allow colleagues

from very different disciplines and across great dis

tances to collaborate with each other. We knew that

the future always holds surprises. And so the Union

was expressly designed as much as possible for flex

ibility. For example, network connections (over 3,000)

and power outlets are scattered liberally throughout

the entire bUi~ding, allowing equipment configurations

to shift quickly and easily. Many rooms even have

extra-strong floors to provide support for yet

unimagined needs. We know we probably won't get

it right from the beginning. In fact, it is clear that

stagnation will have arrived if the Media Union ever

settles comfortably into any single form.

The winner6 ot the new era will 'be creators.

and it i6 to them. that 'power and 'wealth

will tlow. The need to stuu:«. to invent.

and to create will blur the border

bet-ween prouucnon and

ccneumpnon.

Jacques Attali, Mi/lenniul11





The Challenge o~ Tomorrow

tion" is leading to a With the development different possibilities

parallel shift in our of the Media Union, before they become

intellectual culture. and with several widespread realities,

While the" analytic" schools that focus on helping us avoid

professions like law the act of creation, the potentially expensive

and business University of Michigan or even dangerous

dominated our recent is well poised to take mistakes while

past, there is a great advantage of this new maximizing the

deal of evidence that economic and intellec- extraordinary

the "creative" , tual climate. The capacities of our new

professions, such as Media Union will tools.

remain a step ahead of

We have entered an

age of breathtaking

social and technologi

cal change. For the

State of Michigan,

this new time brings

profound dilemmas.

Through the twenti

eth century, Michigan

industry reigned

supreme in the area

most critical to

economic advance:

transportation. But

today the engine of

progress has shifted-

to communication

and information. The

At the same time,

many feel that this

"knowledge revolu-

art, medicine,

literature, and

engineering will

dominate our future.

our future will be the

act of creation itself.

us in our technologi

cal future, giving us

the chance to try out

most important

products of tomorrow

will be not things, but

knowledge itself. To

succeed, Michigan

must transform its

economy to meet this

new reality.

It is increasingly clear

that the driving

intellectual activity of "Tne Media Union will have an on-going

educational program. expert& will be on

stte, ready to help tnose who &how up with

jU&t the germ o~ an idea that they don't

yet know how to carry out. We'll al&o run

&hort eoursea on the use o~ the technol

ogy, which i& getting easter to use all the

time. even now, there are thing& an indi

vidual can ea&ily learn how to do that took
a &pecial Hollywood &tudio to do only a ~ew

years ago ."

RandaLL L. Frank

Director ob lnbormation Technology,



Media Union Walking Tour We invite you to tour the new 250,000 square foot building at the

center of North Campus. The Media Union, opened in January

1996, is a four-level complex connected to the Chrysler Building

and the Pierpont Commons. It houses traditional and digital

libraries, sophisticated computational tools (including visualization

& virtual reality labs, digital sound and video), and performance

and design studios.

Over 500 workstations are planned to be in place throughout the

building by September 1996 including Apple Macintosh, Intel

Pentium, Hewlett Packard, IBM, Silicon Graphics, and Sun

workstations. Software ranges from general office tools to Internet

applications to advanced animation and visualization applications.

The Media Union is dedicated to removing academic boundaries

of the information age in order to build a foundation for learning

and creativity in the 21 st century.

First Floor I
1. Gallery (Room 1019). The starting

place for our walking tour, this

versatile space can be used for

numerous events ranging from art

exhibitions to science fairs to confer

ence receptions. The Gallery can be

reserved for University as well as

outside events. Large glass doors open

up onto the outside brick courtyard.

2. Video Conference Room (Room

1180). This two-room suite can serve

as a high-tech boardroom or as a

meeting facility. It allows groups with

far-flung members to meet and work

on common projects face-to-face

through video and computer links

without leaving their home offices.

3. Atrium/Information Desk. The

Atrium's airy space brings the seasonal

light into the building. It will have

interactive information kosks, exhibits,

and hands-on museum pieces.

4. Advanced Visualization &

Animation Lab (Room 1401). This

lab contains advanced computer and

video technology, allowing engineers,

scientists, and artists to represent

complex information in dynamic

visual form. The 'Vizlab' is equipped

with high-performance graphics

workstations, image input/output

devices, video equipment, speciality

software, and other resources.

5. Virtual Reality Lab (Room 1405).

This lab allows researchers to actually

enter the new worlds they imagine.

The emerging technology of Virtual

Reality is expected to have a dramatic

impact on all disciplines on campus by

offering a new way to communicate

information, visualize processes and

environments, and facilitate the

creative expression of ideas.

6. Design Labs (Rooms 1321 and

1365). These two labs provide

temporary design project space for a

wide array of creative efforts across

many academic disciplines. Currently

displayed is "Designed for Learning, II

a collaborative project between

Herman Miller Inc. and the Architec

ture and Design Programs of the UM

School of Art. Students are exploring

new designs for learning/work

environments with a company

renowned for its design ethos and

corporate ethic.

7. Electronic Music Studio (Room

1376). The Electronic Music Studio's

two-room suite is equipped with

both analog and digital synthesis

systems, MIDI gear, and professional

recording and mixing hardware.

Multimedia sound for dance, theatre,

and performance arts can easily be

developed here. These studios are

configu red to serve as both class

room and creative/research space.

8. Video/Performance Studio

(Room 1356). This large area is

equipped for the videotaping and

editing of a wide range of artistic

performances and includes dressing

rooms, a stage with a sound-isolated

floor, and advanced video and audio

control rooms. Projects may include

anything from a student video drama









For additional information,
visit the Media Union web site at
http://www.ummu.umich.edu/.

or call
(313) 763-3266

or write
2281 Bonisteel Boulevard
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2094

The photos appearing in the Media Union Dedication materials were
taken by Gary Quesada of Korab Hedrich Blessing

Designed by Liene Karels

The Regents of the University
Deane Baker, Ann Arbor
Laurence B. Deitch, Bloomfield Hills
Daniel D. Horning, Grand Haven
Shirley M. McFee, Battle Creek
Rebecca McGowan, Ann Arbor
Andrea Fischer Newman, Ann Arbor
Philip H. Power, Ann Arbor
Nellie M. Varner, Detroit
JamesJ. Duderstadt, ex officio

Directors of the Media Union
Douglas E. Van Howeling, Vice Provost for Information Technology
Randall L. Frank, Director of Information Technology
Michael D. Miller, Director of Information Services
Judith S. Olson, Director of Programs (interim)

The University of Michigan, as an equal opportunity/affirmative action em
ployer, complies with all applicable federal and state laws regarding nondis
crimination and affirmative action, including Title IX of the Education Amend
ments of 1972 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The
University of Michigan is committed to a policy of nondiscrimination and
equal opportunity for all persons regardlessof race, sex,color, religion, creed,
national origin or ancestry, 'age, marital status, sexual orientation, disability,
or Vietnam-era veteran status in employment, educational programs and
activities, and admissions. Inquiries or complaints may be addressed to the
University's Director of Affirmative Action and Title IX/Section 504 Coordi
nator, Room 4005, Wolverine Tower, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1281,
(313) 763-0235; TOO (313) 747-1388; FAX (313) 763-2891. U-M Infor
mation Operator: (313) 764-1817.
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